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ACOUSTIC CONSULTANTS

Established 1990

Exciting career opportunities,
in the UK or abroad, with excellent
reward packages for

ACOUSTIC CONSULTANTS
SHARPS REDMORE are a large, vibrant and
experienced team of acoustic consultants.
We have a varied client base, including
major developers, contractors, retailers,
planning consultancies, architects
and infrastructure bodies for whom we
undertake a wide variety of work in many
aspects of acoustics.
We are based in beautiful Suffolk and with
business locations in Scotland, the North
East and North Wales.
■ Sharps Redmore believe in their

consultants and want them to thrive and
grow; working with others, leading or
supporting teams, taking pride in going
beyond clients expectations and exploring
their own interests.
■ Sharps Redmore support their
consultants, whether it is through training
or helping them stretch themselves
in contributing to the wider acoustic
community.
■ Sharps Redmore want you to truly enjoy

a career with us. We believe in placing
significant trust in what you do, and having
fun in performing it well is very important.
■ Sharps Redmore want you to feel you can

grow as a consultant in what interests you,
with roles and responsibilities that bring the
best out of you.
We are looking for Acoustic Consultants
with typically 5-10 years of consultancy
experience in a wide range of acoustic
consultancy services. Applicants should be
able to manage medium-to-large scale
clients, either individually or within a team
through all planning and design stages,
to completion.

Leisure

You should be able to provide good
references of your academic knowledge of
acoustics and its practical implementation
through your consultancy experience.
You should identify specific skills you
can bring to the company, in terms of
environmental, building and architectural
acoustics, and if possible in areas of
mechanical acoustics, vibration analysis,
computer modelling or skills outside of
acoustics. You will also need to be a full
member of the Institute of Acoustics.
We are also interested in applicants who
want to move their career forward, but are
settled in one region of the UK or abroad
and who can prove their competency.
You may wish to join one of our existing
regional locations. You may be looking for
that opportunity to run your own regional
base or start a team. Sharps Redmore
are particularly interested in the Greater
Manchester and Bristol / South West
regions.
We offer an excellent remuneration package.
Salary is dependent upon qualifications and
experience, and you would be provided with
a Company car, health care and pension
contributions commensurate with position
and experience. Relocation expenses will be
paid for the right candidate.
Further details of our company can be found
on our website www.sharpsredmore.co.uk
For an informal discussion, contact
Rory Sullivan Rory@sharpsredmore.co.uk
or Keith Metcalfe Keith@sharpsredmore.co.uk
or telephone 01473 730073. Please
remember to include a full CV.
We look forward to you taking that step
and planning your future with us.
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